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Hope deferred makes the heart sick, 
but a desire fulfilled is a tree of 
life (Proverbs 13.12)

Why is that disappointment has such a 
powerful influence on how we feel?  In 
films or TV programmes we hear a char
acter say, ‘I’m not angry, I’m dis 
appointed.’ The response? ‘That’s worse!’

Disappointment, from others or from 

within ourselves, can be hard to bear. 
Even minor disappointments, especially 
when they come in clusters, one after 
the other, can have a real impact on us.

For many, the past couple of years 
have contained numerous disappoint
ments, big and small.  Losses, delays, 
cancellations. Expectations unmet. 
Hopes dashed. It’s tiring. I remember 
thinking recently, just how many ‘last 
straws’ can I take? 

It can get to the point when you start 
bracing yourself for things to go wrong, 
in order to avoid being yet again 
subjected to the crushing sensation of 
disappointment.

We can try and swallow our feelings 
and move on, but feelings are made to 
be felt. I have found that I need time to 
let my heart hurt, even though it’s un 

A glass half-full person?

1 Remigius, bishop, 533, Anthony
Ashley Cooper, social reformer, 1885
3 18th Sunday after Trinity
Job 1.1; 2.1-10, Psalm 26, Hebrews 
1.1-4, 2.5-12, Mark 10.2-16
4 Francis of Assisi, friar, deacon, 1226
6 William Tyndale, translator, martyr,
1536
9 Denys, bishop, and companions,
martyrs, c.250, Robert Grosseteste,
bishop, philosopher, scientist, 1253
10 19th Sunday after Trinity
Job 23.1-9, 16-end, Psalm 22.1-15, 

Hebrews 4.12-end, Mark 10.17-31
11 Ethelburga, abbess, 675, James the 
Deacon, 7th century
12 Elizabeth Fry, prison reformer, 1845,
Edith Cavell, nurse, 1915
15 Teresa of Avila, 1582
16 Nicholas Ridley and Hugh Latimer,
bishops, martyrs, 1555
18 20th Sunday after Trinity
Job 38.1-7, Psalm 104.1-10, 26, 35c, 
Hebrews 5.1-10, Mark 10.35-45
18 Luke the Evangelist
19 Henry Martyn, translator,  

missionary, 1812
24 Last Sunday after Trinity
Job 42.1-6, 10-end, Psalm 34.1-8, 
19-end, Hebrews 7.23-end, Mark 
10.46-end
26 Alfred, king, scholar, 899, Cedd,
abbot, bishop, 664
28 Simon and Jude, Apostles
29 James Hannington, bishop, martyr,
1885
31 4th Sunday before Advent
Deuteronomy 6.1-9, Psalm 119.1-8, 
Hebrews 9.1114, Mark 12.2834

Continued overleaf
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there is a glass halffull to every pain or 
tragedy. Also, not everyone appreciates 
the Pollyanna ‘there’s always something 
to be glad about’ approach, and 
sometimes my responses are weary: 
‘Well. I suppose it gives me more time to 
do that.’ 

Sometimes I can’t see the glass half
full yet, so I say: ‘Who knows? In the 
future this might help me some how.’  Or 
simply: ‘Well, I learned something.’ (Even 
though I would rather I hadn’t!)
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comfortable. Only when I let myself feel 
it, facing disappointment, do I have a 
chance at seeing things differently.

A friend and I play a kind of game, 
although we’ve never called it a game: 
glass halffull. We tell each other the 
difficult stuff of our lives at that time.  
Then we say: ‘Glass halffull?’ And, with 
considerable effort, we try to look for the 
silver lining. 

It doesn’t always work. Sometimes I 
want to pour my ‘glass halffull’ over his 
head, as I haven’t processed the pain yet.  
But it has become a habit.  Feel it, 
process it, acknowledge it; then try and 
find a ‘glass halffull’. 

There will be situations where this is 
not appropriate: I am not saying that 

Continued from previous page

A prayer for wisdom in understanding 
the Trinity 

O Lord, who can have knowledge of thy understanding and meaning, 
except thou give wisdom, and send thy Holy Ghost from above, to 

reform and redress the ways of them which are upon earth, that men 
may learn the things that are pleasant unto thee, and to live lovingly 

with one another, every man being content with his own vocation, and 
follow[ing] the same, be preserved through wisdom. Grant this, God, 

for thy Son’s sake, Jesus Christ, our spokesman and advocate; to 
whom, with thee and the Holy Spirit, be all praise, dominion, honour, 

rule and thanksgiving, now in our days and ever. 
Amen. 

Thomas Hutchinson from The Image of God, or Lay Man’s Book (1550)

prayer

Hayley Mills as Pollyanna, in the 1960 film

The fact is that disappointment is 
hard. Some expectation, some hope, has 
been dashed. And we lose that anchor 
we had depended on, even if only 
temporarily.

I think God must understand 
disappointment, looking at the hurting, 
splintered world. God also sees the 
biggest picture of all.

Paul said, when faced with relentless 
difficulties: ‘Suffering produces 
endurance, and endurance produces 
character, and character produces hope, 
and hope does not disappoint us, 
because God’s love has been poured into 
our hearts through the Holy Spirit that 
has been given to us’ (Romans 5.34). 

Step by step, he works from present 
suffering to genuine hope: the glass is 
halffull. 

Lucy Hannah
Lucy Hannah is a writer and artist
www.lucyhannah.com
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Gareth Higgins

Kiwi writer Mike Riddell tells of how, on 
his conversion to Catholicism at forty
two years old, he had to go for his first 
confession. He and the parish priest 
spoke together, but not in the familiar 
dusky booth—they talked in the living 
room of the priest’s house. 

After telling the stories for which he 
sought absolution, Mike nervously 
awaited the priest’s response. I don’t 
know the exact words that came, but 
they went something like this: “Are you 
willing to follow the discipline of the 
church?” said the priest, no tone of 
warmth imbuing the question. “Yes,” said 
Mike, though not without some inner 
reconsideration of this whole conversion 
thing. He was not expecting this. 

“I’m going to instruct your penance 
now, Michael,” the priest continued. “If 
you are to be obedient to the discipline 
of the church, and if your conversion is 
to be honest, you will do what I say.” 

Perhaps this wasn’t a good idea, 
thought Mike, wondering if he would 
have been better staying a freelance 
theologian rather than a son of holy 
mother church. 

“What is the most beautiful place you 
like to visit?” asked the priest. 

“I like to walk my dog on the beach,” 
Mike responded. 

“How long do you usually spend 
there?” 

“About twenty minutes.” 
“OK. Here is your penance. Go out into 

the world and breathe in its fullness—its 
beauty, its struggle, its amazing 
possibility. Then go to the beach. Bring a 
flask of coffee and a blanket. Find a quiet 
place to sit. Watch the waves, and the 
people, and the seagulls, and the sand. 

Stay there for two hours. Breathe. Give 
this gift to yourself. And receive the 
knowledge of your own forgiveness. All 
is well.”

What gift could you give yourself if you 
really believed you were forgivable? 

Rest with these questions for a while, 
and maybe write down some responses 
to them. Then make a plan to do 
something in the next week that mirrors 
Mike Riddell sitting on the beach. 

Give yourself the gift of at least two 

hours doing something lifegiving, 
restful, and alone. Reflect on the words 
the priest told him: “Breathe. Give this 
gift to yourself. And receive the 
knowledge of your own forgiveness. All 
is well.” If it’s true that you can’t truly 
love others without loving yourself, what 
are you waiting for?

From How Not to Be Afraid: Seven Ways 
to Live When Everything Seems Terrifying 
by Gareth Higgins (Canterbury Press 2021)

Be Generous with Yourself

Take out a new home insurance policy 
with Ecclesiastical and we’ll donate 
£130* to a church of your choice.  
So those plans for the churchyard  
could finally take seed and flourish. 

Visit www.ecclesiastical.com/trust130
or call our team on 0800 7830 130
and quote TrustSG.

Three Trust130 
donations.  
One blooming  
lovely garden.

Ecclesiastical Insurance Office plc (EIO) Reg. No. 24869. Registered in England at Benefact House,  
2000 Pioneer Avenue, Gloucester Business Park, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL3 4AW, United Kingdom.  
EIO is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct  
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Firm Reference Number 113848.

Trust 130 celebrates over 130 years of insuring Churches.
*Terms and conditions apply and can be viewed on the offer website page above.

Trust130. 
Limitless donations.
Endless possibilities.

5005 Eccl_The Sign_T130 _114x184_[ MONO_1_HR].indd   1 09/02/2021   14:22
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Sitcom writer James Cary explains  
how he has found a home in the 
Church of England

IN THE Gospel accounts, the miracles of 
Jesus are rarely questioned or doubted. 
Even when Lazarus is raised from the 
dead in John 11, the reports from those 

who were there are assumed to be true. 
In fact, they worry that this will make 
Jesus too popular.

Read the Gospels carefully and you 
will see that the scepticism of Jesus’s 
enemies comes from a logical 
standpoint, not a faith one. But it’s not 
the logic that you would expect. It was 

widely believed that God did not answer 
the prayers of the unrighteous. Jesus, 
being an unrighteous, blaspheming, 
Sabbathbreaker, will not have his 
prayers answered. System error. Does 
not compute. Turn off and on again.

That was then. This is now. Do I believe 
the miracles recounted in the Gospels? 
Do I believe that Jesus turned water into 
wine? Did he feed the five thousand 
people? Did he raise Lazarus from the 
dead? Yes. Yes. Yes. And yes. I believe in 
miracles in the Bible without hesitation.

I believe that my view has made a 
resurgence in the Church of England in 
recent years, and, in the style of G. K. 
Chesterton, I would say it’s not just 
possible to believe in miracles, but that 
it’s impossible to not believe in them.

Thirty years ago, many in the Church 
were concluding that they didn’t believe 
in the miracles, or that they were not 
required to. After all, science was 
growing in its explanatory power, and 
sensible, enlightened graduates, 
including ordained clergy, didn’t believe 
in superstitious nonsense. 

And once they began to pull on that 
thread, the whole shroud started to 
unravel. Not only did they not believe in 
miracles. They were also losing their 
religion. Doubt was everywhere, being 
continually heaped on the foundations 
of the Christian story. 

THIS was the time when the even
moreeducated elites were prepared to 
say the unsayable, as the nation 
continued to lose its religion. The Bishop 
of Durham, David Jenkins, was throwing 
doubt on the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
itself. He did not say it was “a conjuring 
trick with bones”. Not quite. He said it 
“was not just a conjuring trick with 
bones”. But the presence of the word 
“just” in that sentence did not help him 
as much as he thought.

When this story broke, there was some 
clutching of pearls in the pews, but no 
one was surprised that a Church of 
England bishop should talk like this. He 
was a highly educated man. And highly 
educated men know that you do not take 
the Bible literally. How could you?

When I arrived in Durham in 1994 and 
was looking for a Sunday service, I’d 
heard that the church of choice was St 
Nicholas. St Nics appealed to me as it 
claimed a solid evangelical heritage. 

In the late 1970s, the vicar of the 
church had been the famously 
evangelical George Carey, who had risen 
to be Archbishop of Canterbury. But he 
was an outlier. It is said that he was not 
the choice the Church of England 
wanted, and that it was the result of the 
bloodyminded Methodist Prime 

Get your first issue of magnet FREE:
www.ourmagnet.co.uk/free

Bright
ideas for
worship,

bible studies
 and community

projects from
magnet magazine

Heaven knows 
I’m Anglican now
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Minister Margaret Thatcher in her final 
days choosing the ‘wrong’ name.

On his appointment to the primacy of 
England in 1991, George Carey was 
portrayed by Spitting Image as a swivel
eyed, tambourinebanging, ‘bornagain’ 
Christian who would sometimes say 
‘Kumbaya’. This was clearly meant to be 
insulting and satirical. I found it re 
assuring. Our Archbishop seemed to 
have a vibrant, biblical, Spiritfilled faith. 
He believed in miracles. That was a good 
start. Maybe there was a place for me in 
the Church of England. 

SO WHY am I an Anglican now? And not 
just an evangelical who happens to 
attend a Church of England church, but 
someone who has stood in elections in 
the Diocese of Bath & Wells and given 
many hours and days to read lengthy 
papers and attend meetings of the 
General Synod and the Archbishops’ 
Council?

There are many reasons. They begin 
with the foundational documents and 
the inspiring history of the reformers 
who wrote them, like Cranmer, Hooper, 
Ridley, and Latimer. But another reason, 
oddly, relates to miracles and who be 
lieves in them.

Through numerous meetings with 
ordained and lay leaders of the Church of 
England, I’ve almost always encountered 
genuine, optimistic faith in Jesus Christ. 
It is the kind of faith that believes in 
miracles, or at least has an openness to 
consider them, and takes them seriously.

For those who aren’t aware, there are 
three main types of churchmanship in 
the Church of England. I shall attempt to 
summarise these in a single paragraph, 
thereby enraging everyone in equal 
meas ure. Here we go:

The evangelicals take the Bible as the 

supreme authority in all matters and 
seek to establish the primacy of the 
preaching of the Word, both for evan
gelism and discipleship. Next, we have 
the AngloCatholics, who see the sacra
ments and rites as the main way in which 
Christ is proclaimed and the faith of the 
Christian is nurtured and encouraged. 
Then we have the progressives, who may 
have sympathy with the evangelicals (in 
fact, many once were), and an affinity for 
the rituals, but their passion is changing 
the Church and, where necessary, core 
doctrines in order to be relevant to 
society.

Each of these has its merits, and on a 
good day each group would claim to 
have sympathy for and fellowship with 
the other two. Each of the groups also 
has wings of its own and splinter groups. 
But each group is passionate about its 
own convictions, and the faith as each 
understands it is genuine.

MY THEORY, untested and untestable, is 
this: in the past, up until the 1980s per
haps, people might have been brought 
up in the Christian faith and, given its 
special status in society, have pursued a 
career in the Church. 

This would not bring just status, but 
also a home, a regular income, and the 
possibility of being a bishop in the House 
of Lords or the dean of a cathedral. It 

worked for Cardinal Wolsey, famously 
the son of a butcher.

But what about having to believe in 
miracles? Everyone knows they didn’t 
happen because they couldn’t have. 
Well, they can be spiritualised or theo
logised out of existence. Once you get 
there, making God a concept that dwells 
in human consciousness is barely a hop, 
skip, and a jump away. 

Therefore, Anthony Freeman in the 
1990s could claim that ‘a substantial 
number (of priests and vicars) share my 
views’ of not believing. Those days are 
gone, as are those priests and vicars. 

After all, who’d be a vicar now unless 
they were highly motivated? It’s not a 
highstatus job and hasn’t been for 
decades. It is demanding and exhausting. 

As our society has grown richer, the 
pay, conditions, pressure, and accom
moda tion of stipendiary ministry in the 
Church of England are no longer attrac
tive to the wouldbe Anthony Freemans. 

And the likes of David Jenkins might 
find a home in academia rather than the 
House of Bishops. That, at least, is my 
theory. And this is why there is a home 
for me in the Church of England, a home 
for an evangelical who believes whole
heartedly in the miracles of Jesus, and his 
literal resurrection and curious ascension 
and promised return. 

I SAY I believe in miracles because we 
can’t not believe in them. Some clergy do 
have a crisis of faith while in Christian 
ministry. This doesn’t happen as often as 
TV storylines would suggest. 

The burdens are high, and the job is 
potentially endless, especially if you 
really do believe and want to help 
people. If you want to see what that 
looks like, there’s a sitcom for that, too, 
called Rev. Adam the vicar meets a 
nameless character, played by Liam 
Neeson, who tells him that we all have 
our cross to bear. As the scene unfolds, 
we are clearly invited to believe that this 
isn’t a homeless man, but Jesus. Adam is 
having his own transfiguration.

No matter how sceptical we become, 
even when it tips over into cynicism, we 
cannot extinguish the hope we have that 
sometimes God breaks through into our 
reality and does something we thought 
impossible. That’s what a miracle is. 

It is a sign of hope. And hope is 
something we can never extinguish. If 
we’re honest, we must admit that not 
believing in miracles is the most 
intolerable burden.

This is an edited extract from The Gospel 
According to a Sitcom Writer by James 
Cary, published by SPCK at £10.99 (Sign 
Bookshop £9.89); 978-0-281-08563-7.

The Raising of Lazarus by Francesco Pittoni (1710), in San Nicolo, Treviso

Liam Neeson and Tom Hollander in Rev, 
produced by Top Hat Productions for the BBC
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wordsearch

Name ....................................................................................

Address  ................................................................................

...............................................................................................

...............................................................................................

................................................. Postcode .............................

Email .....................................................................................

Can you find the words listed in the grid? They may be 
written in any direction. The sender of the first correct 
solution to be opened after the end of the month will 
receive a £10 book token.
 Send your entries to: October Wordsearch, The Sign, 
3rd Floor, Invicta House, 108–114 Golden Lane, London 
EC1Y 0TG.
 The winner of the August Wordsearch was C. Hunter.

DISAPPOINT THEOLOGY MIRACLES GLASS DIVINE 
PENANCE CELERY ESCAPE JUDE FAITH DOG

poetry place

The Spacious Firmament on high,
With all the blue Ethereal Sky,
And spangled Heav’ns, a Shining Frame,
Their great Original proclaim:
Th’ unwearied Sun, from day to day,
Does his Creator’s Pow’r display,
And publishes to every Land
The Work of an Almighty Hand.

Soon as the Evening Shades prevail,
The Moon takes up the wondrous Tale,
And nightly to the list’ning Earth
Repeats the Story of her Birth:
Whilst all the Stars that round her burn,
And all the Planets, in their turn,
Confirm the Tidings as they rowl [roll],
And spread the Truth from Pole to Pole.

What though, in solemn Silence, all
Move round the dark terrestrial Ball?
What tho’ nor real Voice nor Sound
Amid their radiant Orbs be found?
In Reason’s Ear they all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious Voice,
For ever singing, as they shine,
‘The Hand that made us is Divine.’

Joseph Addison (16721719)

Y G O L O E H T A

Y O S I D I C N M

N C E L E R Y I S

A E C D E F R O E

C G N B U A O P L

I L A I C J A P F

L A N L V C U A C

G S E G S I I S E

N S P E O T D I W

A D A M H D N D U
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2022Oberammergau

ESCORTED HOLIDAYS TO AUSTRIA WITH 
TICKETS FOR THE PASSION PLAY

Readers will enjoy top grade
tickets to the Oberammergau
Passion Play during a holiday
surrounded by Austria’s majestic
mountain scenery. 

- Exclusive to Church Times
- Welcome Reception
- Worship Opportunities
- Pilgrimage Activities

020 8675 6828
info@mccabe-travel.co.uk
mccabe-travel.co.uk

25 May 2022 - 7 nights from £1,515 per person
with Dr Edward Wickham

14 September 2022 - 7 nights from £1,785 per person
with The Revd Prebendary Gillean Craig

Church Times prices based on sharing a double room. Single
supplement applies. Holiday subject to availability. Flights from
Heathrow, Manchester or Birmingham. Full terms and
conditions on the website

recipe

For the stir-fry you will need: 
• 2 or 3 potatoes, cut into slices and 

seasoned 
• 1 onion, chopped 
• ¼ white cabbage, sliced more or less 

finely 
• 3 sticks celery, sliced 
• 1 cup frozen peas 
• 4 tomatoes, quartered 
• oil 
• ½ tsp each cumin, turmeric, and ginger 
• ¼ tsp chilli powder 
• a few inner celery leaves to garnish 

Method
Heat the oil gently in a large pan with a 
cover and add the turmeric. Toss in the 
potatoes and let them absorb the colour 
and flavour as they cook for about ten 
minutes. Set them on one side while 
you cook the other spices gently, adding 
the vegetables in the given order. When 
the tomatoes are in, add the potatoes, 
cover, and let everything cook together 
for a few minutes until just tender. 
Serve immediately with the young celery 
leaves.

Terence Handley MacMath
Church Times, 2006

For the Welsh Rabbit you will need: 
The name Welsh Rabbit is a gentle 
mockery at the alleged poor feeding of 
the Principality. It is such a good dish, the 
Welsh should take the insult on the chin; 
to change it to ‘rarebit’ is humourless. 
Everyone has his or her own way of doing 
it. Mrs C. F. Leyel’s recipe (1925) is an 
unusual one. Toast a slice of bread 1/4 
inch thick, on one side only; butter the 
untoasted side, and lay it, this side up, 
on a hot dish. Well butter a small, thick, 
nonstick saucepan; into it put 1/4 pint 
of milk (or cream, or beer); 1 teaspoon 
of made English mustard; 1 oz butter in 
small pieces; pepper and salt and a dash 
of vinegar; and 1/4 lb of strong Cheddar 
cheese, in slices. 
Stir on the heat until the cheese is 
melted, then quickly pour over the 
bread, and serve. Personally, I like then 
to brown it under the grill; and I think 
crumbly Caerphilly cheese is more 
Welsh.

Brian Brindley
Church Times, 1996

Winter 
savouries
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books

Both of these books can be purchased online at our Church House Bookshop: www.chbookshop.co.uk

Enter the code SIGN21 at checkout for a 10% discount off your purchase.

This is a survey of all the texts involving 
women characters in the Old Testament/
Hebrew Bible. It includes the named and 
the unnamed. The stories are both retold 
and reevaluated in the light of modern 
Christian concerns, the American 
context predominantly coming through. 
Each section ends with questions for 
reflection and discussion, and the 
intended audience is clearly a Bible 
discussion group. This is reinforced by 
the ‘Group Discussion Guide’ by Mark 
Price at the end of the book.

Japinga points out that stories about 
women are often simply not told within 
the Church and within the confines of 
sermons and lectionaries. That this is 
still the case after decades of feminist 
criticism is surely a failing of our 
academic discussions to reach church 
circles. Much of what Japinga writes 
about biblical women is wellknown 
within the scholarly community, and this 

emphasis on drawing out what has been 
previously ignored reminds me of the 
early stages of feminist biblical 
scholarship, when drawing out the 
stories and reinterpreting them was a 
key concern.

While feminist biblical criticism has 
moved on to less of an interest in what 
the emphasis of more patriarchal 
interpretations has been towards a fresh 
multicultural approach to reading texts, 
this book feels like a throwback to those 
earlier days, when the emphasis was 
more, as here, on retelling the stories 
and getting away from key 
misperceptions. This included the idea 
that they were moralistic tales, or that 
they contained nothing but sex and 
violence, or, indeed, that the central 
character needing justification in all 
cases was God.

Japinga notes these as previous 
shortcomings in interpretation and 
highlights her own ‘lenses’: first, people 
have mixed motives, and so characters 
are complex and do not necessarily have 
to be justified over other characters; 
second, rather than moralise about sexual 
impropriety, we need to look for the 
injustice in many of these tales; and, 
finally, third, we need to look again at the 
strength and courage of many of these 
women, wrestling with difficult texts.

While their cultural world was very 

different, we share a common humanity, 
which Japinga seeks to tease out. Her 
chapters cover the matriarchs, the 
women of Exodus, and then of ‘the 
promised land’ (essentially those in 
Judges); the women of Israel and Judah 
(those of the period of the kings); and 
those associated with prophets or with 
prophetic roles themselves. The final 
chapter introduces others, such as Vashti 
and Esther, Job’s wife and Proverbs 31, 
the capable woman who is read by 
Japinga as a metaphor for God: ‘She is an 
example, not of how we can do more if 
we try, but of the way God creates a 
household where grace abounds.’

This is a helpful book to get Bible 
study started, but I found it a bit basic at 
the end of the day. The ‘application to 
today’ sections are useful, particularly 
for those preparing sermons or leading 
Bible groups, but Japinga doesn’t really 
draw out some of the exciting readings 
that are possible, and that already exist 
in the scholarship. This is partly because 
depth is sacrificed to breadth in the full, 
and so necessarily brief, coverage of so 
many biblical women.

Dr Katharine Dell is Reader in Old 
Testament Literature and Theology in the 
Divinity Faculty in the University of 
Cambridge, and a Fellow of St Catharine’s 
College.

FROM WIDOWS 
TO WARRIORS
Women’s stories 
from the Old 
Testament 
Lynn Japinga 
WJK £20
(£16)

Anglicanism owes much to the Rule of St 
Benedict, with its tradition of the daily 
Office, the prayerful reading of scripture, 
leadership and decisionmaking, and the 
building of community. It provides a 
spiritual path that ‘the strong may still 
have something to strive towards and 
the weak nothing to run from.’

The Rule has much that can still 

inspire and teach us all today about the 
need to listen to God and one another, 
to grow in humility, and to embrace 
silence. It was, however, written in Latin, 
in the sixth century, for monks, and that 
in itself presents a problem, because the 
masculine language can sound 
inappropriate today, especially when the 
Rule is read by nuns, some of whom have 
chosen to change references to ‘monks’ 
and ‘the abbot’ by referring to ‘nuns’ and 
‘the abbess’.

Sister Judith Sutera, an American 
Roman Catholic Benedictine, has done a 
brilliant job in producing an inclusive 
translation that sounds both natural and 
beautiful. She has achieved not only a 
genderinclusive translation, but also an 
inclusive translation in the literary sense, 
pleasing to both American and British 

ears. Sister Judith uses the term 
‘monastics’ to describe both monks and 
nuns and ‘superior’ to describe abbots 
and abbesses. She also uses gender
neutral language for priests, recognising 
that there are Anglican nuns who are 
also priests. The spelling, however, is 
American.

The book is divided into small sections 
to provide daily readings throughout the 
year, and this translation is likely to find 
its way into many Benedictine choir 
stalls and chapter houses, so as to 
become the standard English translation 
of a spiritual classic that invites people 
to listen to God ‘and incline the ear of 
your heart’.

The Rt Revd Dominic Walker OGS is a 
former Bishop of Monmouth.

THE RULE OF ST 
BENEDICT
An inclusive 
translation 
Judith Sutera OSB
Canterbury Press 
£12.99
(£10.39)


